We prove that the criterion for Markov equivalence provided by Zhao et al.
define a collider path ν = v 1 , . . . , v n to be minimal if there is no subsequence of vertices v 1 = v i 1 , . . . , v i k = v n which forms a collider path. Let G k be a bi-directed graph with vertex set V = V 1∪ V 2 . Here |V 1 | = k, V 2 = {v ab |a, b ∈ V 1 , a = b} and edge set E = {a≺−≻v ab |a ∈ V 1 , v ab ∈ V 2 }; we do not distinguish v ab and v ba . Thus G k is a bi-partite graph with k(k + 1)/2 vertices in total. For every pair of vertices a, b in V 1 , there is a vertex v ab in V 2 with edges a≺−≻v ab ≺−≻b. There are no edges between vertices in V 1 , nor between vertices in
We may associate a unique path with ordered endpoints with every ordered sequence of vertices in V 1 as follows:
Thus there are k! such ordered sequences, hence the number of minimal collider paths in G k is greater than k!/2. To complete the argument we observe that for a fixed n, if we define k(n) = max k k(k + 1)/2 ≤ n, then k(n) ≥ √ n. Hence G k(n) has at most n vertices but O(( √ n)!/2) minimal collider paths.
